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Capping off a week of performances that
brought their jazz, new music, and Baroque ensembles to four of New York City’s prized
venues, the Oberlin Conservatory of Music imported its prestigious orchestra to Carnegie Hall
for a varied program that included contributions
from two of the school’s most famous alumni,
pianist Jeremy Denk and Pulitzer Prize-winning
composer Christopher Rouse.
Conductor Raphael Jiménez was wise to showcase the divergent talents of his ensemble
*)/# +-*"-(9.:-./#'!+-*"-(($)"*/#/# #$"#(+*!1 '9.La Valse and the
Viennese delicacy of Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 21. After a tentative and shadowy
opening in the Ravel, the orchestra’s rich colors slowly began to emerge, led by a glossy
violin section that displayed impeccable intonation that endured even as the composer
continued to process his stately waltz through the fractured machine of a postwar Cubist
landscape.
)&2..0+ -/#-*0"#*0//# *5-/; /$)"'4(*1$)"-*../#  3+). *!/# & 4board with incredible precision and accuracy. More importantly, Denk made sure to keep
the forward motion of the phrasing intact, aggressively picking up the pace when the or# ./- ")/*'" #$)0-$)"/# :-./)/#$-(*1 ( )/.# !(*0./# ( *!
the central Andante2."- !0''4$)/-*0 4/# :-./1$*'$). '$1 -$)". /*!-*bust colors before handing the material over to the soloist’s right hand.
After 24 years, Christopher Rouse’s Iscariot received its New York premiere—a highly
static work loosely based on a pattern of alternating strophes and antistrophes found in
the ancient Greek dramatic tradition. Despite some incredible playing from the duo per0..$*)$./.)*(+)4$)" ' ./+'4 -#*2 1 -/# 2*-&2. .. )/$''4) 3 -cise in white noise, with all of the recurring strophes relying on stacked harmonies that
slowly evolved through individual voicing changes in the string section. On a program
:'' 2$/# !!*-/' ..( '*4)(*/$*)Iscariot felt like a chasm of sound that couldn’t
be easily traversed.
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arrival and dance, as well as the Russian folk music of the princess’s round dance and
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clarinetist Zachary Good, and piccoloist Julia McGehee giving a stunning account of the
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Given the nearly sold-out crowd that packed Carnegie Hall and the thunderous applause
/# *-# ./-( /!/ - #+$  $/9.' -/#/$(6) 5)#$. ). (' ( :) (bassadors for their institution, showing the New York City conservatories that there is
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Michael Cirigliano II is a Manhattan-based writer, copy editor, and classical musician. He learned
at a young age that music can be the voice of rebellion, frustrating his Led Zeppelin/Black Sabbath-listening parents by developing a love for Mahler and Tchaikovsky. His world quickly expanded, and now
he takes great joy in discussing the career arcs of both David Bowie and Shostakovich over tea.
Thanks to Peter Matthews, our colleague at the New York online journal, Feast of Music, for arranging coverage of this performance.
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